Several studies of the decohesion properties of various oxide/metal systems have been performed recently by ab initio calculations. However, the use of different computational methods, which involve diverse approximations, energy functionals, or calculation conditions, makes the identification of general trends difficult. In the present work, a broad range of interfaces between an ionic oxide ͑Al 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 , HfO 2 , and MgO͒ and a metal ͓either transition metal ͑TM͒ or Na͔, has been investigated systematically in order to find correlations among the work of separation ͑Wsep͒ and the intrinsic properties of the interface, such as the crystal structure, the strain conditions, or the electronic properties of both constituents. Our main result is that the calculated Wsep adjusts very accurately to a parabolic dependence on the summed surface energies of the metal and the oxide, regardless of the oxide and metal components, crystal lattices, interface orientations, and atomic terminations. Furthermore, Wsep is mostly determined by the surface energies although for interfaces involving nonpolar oxide surfaces the contribution of the interfacial energy is not negligible. The strongest adhesion is found for interfaces formed by polar surfaces and bcc TM, e.g., the Wsep of ZrO 2 ͑001͒ O / TM interfaces changes almost by a factor of 2 depending on whether the TM has bcc or fcc structure. In addition, a correlation between the strain conditions of the equilibrium interface structure and the adhesion properties has been obtained. Finally, in order to predict metal/oxide systems whose mechanical properties are reinforced by the plastic deformation of the metal, we examine the expected behavior of the system beyond the elastic regime in the light of the calculated adherence at the interface. The comparison with the scarcely available experimental data provides good agreement for both the Wsep and the qualitative prediction of mechanical reinforcement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Composite materials, constituted by oxides and metals, are of great importance for a wide range of technological applications such as: heterogeneous catalysis, multifunctional devices, fuel cells, or thermal barrier coatings. 1, 2 Their technological interest arises from the possibility to obtain materials with tailored properties which may differ from those of their constituents. In addition, the combination of dissimilar materials may allow to better exploit the characteristics of both constituents. 3 The composite mechanical properties are determined by a complex balance among interactions both at the mesoscopic and atomistic level and in general they are intimately related to the formation of a good and strong metal/ceramic interface. For example, in cermet composites, metallic particles are embedded in a ceramic matrix in order to reinforce the composite mechanical properties by plastic deformation of the metal. 4 Such deformation provides a mechanism at the mesoscopic level, crack blunting, to reduce the energy of a propagating crack in the cermet. Even if there is a large lattice mismatch between the metal and the ceramic at the atomistic scale, reinforcement by crack blunting takes place in a few systems such as Al 2 O 3 / M ͑M = Ni, Cu, and Au͒ or ZrO 2 / Nb. 5, 6 However, for most ceramic/metal composites the reinforcement of the ceramic brittleness does not occur due to the failure of the system at the interface between the ceramic and the metal. 7 Therefore, the mechanical properties of cermet materials are largely dependent on the metal/ceramic interface adhesion.
Atomistic theoretical studies of various oxide/metal systems, based on ab initio calculations, have been performed in order to describe at the atomic level the interactions at the interface 8, 9 and to understand the origin of the experimental fracture energy data. 10, 11 Nevertheless, most calculations refer to a specific system and for particular thickness and growth conditions. They are mainly focused on either isolated atoms 12 or single monolayers 13 of the Al 2 O 3 / Ni and ZrO 2 / M ͑M = Cu, Pd, and Pt͒ systems, 14 making it difficult to achieve general trends for ceramic/metal interfaces. To our knowledge, the only systematic investigations were the studies of Bogicevic et al. 15 on the adsorption of metal overlayers on aluminum oxide, of Siegel et al. 16 on different ceramic/Al systems including Al 2 O 3 , carbides, and nitrides, and our previous studies on metal-ZrO 2 interfaces. 6, 7, [17] [18] [19] In the present work, we attempt to correlate the work of separation ͑Wsep͒-the parameter characterizing the mechanical response of the composite-with the inherent properties of the metals and oxides forming the interface, extending the up to date results mainly focused on ␣-Al 2 O 3 . Despite several approximations needed in order to investigate a wide range of systems, we are able to obtain general trends at the mesoscopic level which agree qualitatively with fracture energy measurements.
II. THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY
The theoretical calculations have been performed with the ab initio SIESTA code 20 based on the density-functional theory ͑DFT͒, 21, 22 using norm-conserving pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof scheme for the exchange and correlation term. 23 A linear combination of strictly localized numerical atomic orbitals constitutes the basis set. In our calculations the valence states for all transition metals ͑TMs͒ were described by double-zeta s and d shells and single-zeta p shell after polarizing the s shell. 22 The basis for oxygen and sodium comprised double-zeta s and p shells plus a single-zeta ͑polarized͒ d shell. Brillouin-zone ͑BZ͒ integrations were performed over a Monkhorst-Pack grid of the BZ of the primitive cell. 24 The mesh size depends on the material and is typically 8 ϫ 8 ϫ 8 for bulk metals, 6 ϫ 6 ϫ 6 for cubic oxides, and 6 ϫ 6 ϫ 2 for ␣-Al 2 O 3 . For bulk calculations structural optimization was allowed until the residual forces in all the atoms were smaller than 0.05 eV/ Å. Tables I and  II summarize the calculated equilibrium lattice parameter, bulk modulus, and crystal cohesive energy of the bulk metal and oxide phases, together with the experimental values. As expected from the GGA approximation, the calculated lattice parameters are slightly larger than the experimental values, with deviations below 2%, while the bulk moduli and cohesive energies are reasonably well reproduced. Further, in the case of Ni we obtained a magnetic moment of 0.6 B in good agreement with previous calculations and experiments. For the oxides, the gap width is underestimated compared to the experimental values, a characteristic of DFT.
The interfaces have been modeled within a slab approach with periodic boundary conditions. The equilibrium structures were obtained relaxing both the cell size and the atomic positions until the forces in all the atoms were less than 0.1 eV/ Å and typically smaller than 0.05 eV/ Å. The supercell BZ was sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack tensor whose related in-plane K-grid cutoff is always larger than 10.5 Å, with no translation along the perpendicular interface vector. The cut-off value corresponds at least to the 3 ϫ 4 ϫ 1 Monkhorst-Pack tensor 24 for the largest interface real-space cell and typically takes the value of 10ϫ 10ϫ 1. Details on the computational conditions and parameters can be found elsewhere. [17] [18] [19] The initial configuration is formed by straining the metal to match the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ ceramic unit cell parallel to the interface. Therefore, only the metal is either compressed or stretched. The area strain parameter ⌬A i is defined as the ratio of the ͑2D͒ unit-cell areas at the interface and at the ideal bulk termination for both ceramic ͑i = CER͒ and metal ͑i = MET͒. Thus, in the initial configuration ⌬A CER =0. Relaxations, both in plane and perpendicular to the interface, are allowed for the two components: the metal and the ceramic. In general, at the equilibrium configuration the ceramic material experiences some stress although almost all the lattice mismatch is adjusted at the metal side of the junction ͑see below͒. We allow relaxation of both constituents since composite materials usually show a granular structure where the lattice mismatch can be adsorbed by both the metal and the ceramic. In fact, cermets with large lattice mismatch between their constituents, as Al 2 O 3 and ZrO 2 / Nb, show atomic faceting with regions of abrupt interfaces at the atomic scale instead of planar sharp interfaces with a 2D unit cell corresponding to that of either the metal or the oxide. 6 Besides, surfaces of thin layers and nanoparticles of oxides may present structural parameters slightly different to those of the corresponding bulk crystals. 7, 55 We have performed two different kinds of calculations: the first corresponds to a supercell geometry including two slabs formed, respectively, by the metal and the ceramic, and the second model corresponds to the free overlayers of metals on top of the ceramic surface. In the former there are two identical interfaces in the supercell so it mainly describes interfaces between bulk systems as those present in cermets, solid metal interfaces, composites, etc. In this case, the selected materials have always a 2D unit-cell area misfit smaller than 10%, except for two interfaces formed by Al 2 O 3 which compensate metal stretching with ceramic squeezing. A larger mismatch may lead to unphysical results since 10% area mismatch corresponds to 3%-4% differences of lattice parameters. It is expected that in this range of mismatch between ceramic and metal lattice parameters, the actual structures of the interfaces will present large coherent regions separated by misfit dislocations or small incommensurate disordered regions. In the second type of calculations, only performed for ZrO 2 and bcc metals, there is just one ceramic/metal interface and a free metal surface created by including a vacuum region large enough to inhibit interactions between the two terminating surfaces of the slab. Thus, this supercell geometry may model epitaxial metal film growths on ceramics as well as cermets with large lattice mismatch, which, as discussed above, may present faceted interfaces. Area mismatches up to 26%, which correspond to around 12% variation in the metal and oxide lattice parameters, have been considered. These calculations are performed in order to investigate the influence of the interface adhesion properties on the enhancement of the fracture energy by the bridging mechanisms reported experimentally. 6 In that work, a clear correlation between the atomically matched interface facets and the observed mechanical enhancement mechanism in the composite materials has been established. In order to quantify the adhesion properties with ab initio atomic simulations we have calculated the Wsep. Wsep is defined as the energy required to break interface bonds and thus is the reversible work needed to separate the interface into two free surfaces if the plastic and diffusional degrees of freedom are suppressed. 17 Two equivalent relations define the Wsep:
where E MET and E M x O y are, respectively, the total energy of the isolated relaxed metal and oxide M x O y systems, E INT is the total energy of the complete metal/oxide structure, and A is the cross-sectional area. MET and M x O y denote metal and oxide surface energies, respectively, and ␥ is the interfacial energy. The calculated Wsep can be compared with the experimental decohesion contribution ͑⌫͒ to the fracture energy, which characterizes the fracture properties of a brittle joint interface. 4 Equation ͑1͒ shows that Wsep is also related to the interface ␥ and surface free energies, and therefore it can be analyzed in terms of the stability of the surfaces of both the metal and the oxide. To calculate the surfaces stabilities the procedure described in Refs. 17 and 56-59, which combines first-principles calculations with a thermodynamic approach, has been followed. There are two types of oxide slabs: stoichiometric ͑ST͒, with a number of atoms equal to an integer number of oxide formula units, and nonstoichiometric ͑NST͒ slabs. Surface and interface energies corresponding to NST interfaces can only be calculated as a function of the chemical potential of either the cation ͑ M ͒ or the O ͑ O ͒. Using the microcanonical ensemble, ␥ and are given as a function of O by 
Hereafter, the chemical potential will be given relative to the binding energy of molecular oxygen,
III. INTERFACE GEOMETRY
We have performed a systematic study of the dependence of the adhesion properties on the choice of the metal at extended 2D interfaces. The selection of metals for each particular ceramic interface has been based on the value of the 2D lattice misfit. We have only considered low index surfaces with small commensurable unit cells and tried to analyze the influence of two effects: the lattice orientations, which imply changes in both structure and oxide polarity, and the metal electronic configuration. To this end, we have studied Na and transition metals with low and high occupancy of the d band, namely, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W on one side and Ni, Cu, Rh, Pd, Ag, and Pt on the other. It should be noted that a different bulk crystal structure corresponds to each group, bcc for Na and the TM of low d-band occupancy and fcc for the rest.
The unit cells used in our c-ZrO 2 / metal and c-HfO 2 / metal calculations appear in Fig. 1 . All models correspond to fcc metals except the c-ZrO 2 ͑111͒ / metal͑100͒ case ͑middle center in the also investigated. All the interfaces are modeled by considering that interface reactions do not take place, and the adhesion properties are calculated under the elastic regime; so dissipative processes are not taken into account. Moreover, the calculations model ideal interfaces without defects as, for example, vacancies or interstitials.
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IV. WORK OF SEPARATION
A summary of our results for interfaces with less than 10% area misfit between constituents is shown both in Table   III for the NST interfaces and in Table IV for the ST slabs. Table V includes similar information for the interfaces with large mismatch ͑more than 10%͒. In the tables it is shown that the initial strain assigned to the metal is, after relaxation, distributed between both the metal and the oxide structures. Nevertheless, the final ceramic strain, which depends on the particular ceramic and crystal orientation, is usually smaller than that of the metal, never exceeds 5% ͑13%͒ and commonly corresponds to 2%-3% ͑5%-6%͒ for interfaces with nominal area mismatch of less ͑more͒ than 10%. In the tables, instead of the actual interface ceramic-metal bond, the ratio between the interface bond length and the sum of the respective ionic radii is shown. Note that for some interfaces there is a large dispersion of relative atomic positions within the 2D unit cell, as can be inferred from the large differences between the shortest metal-oxygen bond length ͑represented by ⌬d͒ and the mean bond length ͑͗⌬d͒͘. The disparity of the considered structures of ceramic and metals makes it difficult to establish trends among structures. Even for a given ceramic, i.e., ZrO 2 , there is a large variety of 2D interface unit cells, which differ in the number of metal-O bonds, in the metal to O coordination, and/or in the amount of strain. In addition, some interfaces involve Zr terminations or nonpolar ZrO 2 surfaces and thus the metal-Zr interaction also contributes to the adhesion.
Even though a set of general common properties can be sketched for the interfaces studied, some of them are not TABLE III. We show for the interfaces with less than 10% mismatch and constituted by a NST ceramic slab: the out-of plane orientation of both constituents, the ratio between the shortest bond length between the metal and the ceramic ͑either with an anion or cation͒, and the sum of the ionic radii of the atoms forming the bond ͑⌬d͒, and the same ratio taking the mean bond length instead of the shortest one ͑͗⌬d͒͘; the difference between the average interface Mulliken charge and the bulk charge ͑⌬Q͒ for the ceramic and metal atoms at the interface; the ratio of the 2D unit-cell areas at the interface and at the ideal bulk termination ͑⌬A͒ for both ceramic and metal; and the work of separation ͑Wsep, in J / m 2 ͒. explicitly deduced from the tables such as the metallic character of the interfaces or the rapid decay of the interface effects, characteristics also observed for the adsorption of single metal atoms and layers studied by other authors. 63 Another common feature is the ionic nature of the metaloxygen bonds, which in all cases involve O charge depletions with respect to the bulk oxide. 7 Although certain ionic character may be assigned to the metal-cation bonds, because of their different electronegativity, the bonds are mainly formed by hybridization of the electronic states and thus in general the electronic bond charge is shared by both metals. The work of separation cannot be universally correlated with the average interface Mulliken charge due to the diversity on the number of bonds per unit area and the various metal-O and metal-metal pair coordination numbers present at the different interfaces. Even more, bonds with ionic or metallic character show different electronic charge distributions and consequently a different variation in the Mulliken charge. Nevertheless, for a fixed oxide interface the correlation is clear and in general large electron transfer from the metal to the oxygen atoms or large charge shared in the metal-cation bonds corresponds to large Wsep. The fluctuations are due to the coexistence of bonds of different strength in the interface. Therefore, the largest values of Wsep correspond to interfaces with the highest number of strong metaloxide bonds per unit area, i.e., to the largest charge transfer or largest metal-metal electron hybridization.
NST ceramic
The relation between Wsep and the bond lengths is more intricate, partly due to the presence of individual short bond lengths ͑strong bonds͒ coexisting with weaker bonds at some interfaces. In general, the strongest interactions correspond to the bcc metals forming interfaces with Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒ and ZrO 2 ͑001͒, while the weakest ones are found for MgO both with alkaline and noble metals. Tables III-V show an important dispersion of Wsep being the difference between the two extreme values larger than an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, these values correspond not only to different metals and different ceramic oxides but also to different lattice orientations which imply variations in lattice structure, polar character of the ceramic surface, and therefore different electronic density distribution. Although the matching of the metal and ceramic structures at the interface has a determinant influence on the adhesion, especially regarding the extended 2D interfaces, some trends for Wsep can also be tracked down concerning the electronic properties. First, for a common number of valence electrons, increasing the metal atomic number ͑Z͒ enhances Wsep. Second, lower occupancies of the d band ͑bcc structures͒ lead to stronger adhesions, while the adhesion for the Na ͓sp valence band ͑VB͔͒ is very weak. Third, there is a general common property showed by all the interfaces studied; the Wsep for NST oxide surfaces is substantially larger than that corresponding to ST surfaces. In particular, interfaces formed between NST surfaces of oxide ceramics and transition metals of low d-band occupancy and bcc crystal structure, namely, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W, present a very good adhesion with Wsep of the order of 10 J / m 2 . On the other side we find that interfaces composed by ST oxide surfaces and metals with high occupancies of the d band and fcc structure as Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt, Ag, and Rh exhibit much lower Wsep. In fact, most ST ceramic surfaces correspond to nonpolar terminations except for the c-ZrO 2 ͑111͒ O and c-HfO 2 ͑111͒ O polar surfaces ended in a single O-layer, which is a particular case of polar nondivergent surface. 64 For these particular cases, although there is an alternation of positively and negatively charged planes so that the charge at the topmost surface plane is not compensated, the entire ceramic slab has the proper stoichiometry; so these surfaces are stable similarly to the nonpolar ones.
V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following, we will compare our results with previous theoretical and experimental works considering each ceramic oxide separately.
Much of the early work on metal/zirconia adhesion was based on the study of the wetting phenomena and the energetics of the interfaces described by the contact angle . The work of adhesion ͑Wadh͒ and the contact angle are related through the surface energy of the liquid metal, L , by the Young-Dupré equation, Wadh= L ͓1+cos͔͑͒ ͑see Ref. 65͒. The exact value of Wadh that corresponds to wetting experiments is generally lower than that obtained by ab initio studies due to the geometry differences as explained in Ref. 65 . Nevertheless, for a given oxide the relative trends of variation can be compared. Wettability experiments with different metal melts, 17 using ZrO 2 single crystals as substrate, find a different wetting behavior when comparing ST and NST ZrO 2 substrates. The measured ranges from 65°to 150°for ST ZrO 2 , while for NST it is reduced from 60°to 130°. The contact angle reduction in NST ZrO 2 indicates that the adhesion is stronger, as we have also obtained ͑see Tables III-V͒. Although ab initio studies of the ceramic/metal interface adhesion are quite recent, which implies that in general there are not many results, by far the most studied systems have been those involving ␣-Al 2 O 3 and Nb, Ni, and Al as metals. For them, an important number of theoretical calculations and experimental works can be found in the literature. Theoretical calculations performed on the Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒ O / Nb͑111͒ interface 9 show the formation of a strong interface with a Wsep of 9.8 J / m 2 when cleaving the Al 2 O 3 at the O plane and of 2.7 J / m 2 when cleaving at the Al one. This result compares nicely with our value of 9.3 J / m 2 for the O termination, as well as with the close values that we obtain for the bcc metals Mo, W, and Ta with similar electronic structure than Nb.
Finally, concerning MgO, we have performed calculations only for Na and Ag with similar lattice parameter than that of the ceramic. Ag has been largely studied by ab initio calculations, with special emphasis on the effect of the different interface positions on the value of Wsep, as shown in Table  VI .
We can see that our calculated Wsep is lower than those obtained previously, but it is the closest to the experimental Wsep. Previous theoretical work 71 has found that alkali metals, and particularly 0.5 and 0.25 ML of Na deposited on MgO ͑001͒ show a weak physisorption with higher interaction at the O on-top site than at the Mg site. We obtain similar results with the values of 0.65 and 0.17 J / m 2 for Na on top of O and Mg, respectively, which in addition are among the lowest Wsep values for all the systems studied here. From wetting measurements 72 and references therein, the wetting angles for all nonreactive MgO/metal interfaces are over 90°, therefore indicating the low interaction at the interface.
In summary, the calculated values of Wsep in Tables  III-V show a reasonable quantitative agreement with the available experimental and theoretical data.
VI. WORK OF SEPARATION VS METAL PROPERTIES
If we restrict to a particular ceramic oxide structure, c-ZrO 2 and c-HfO 2 , additional dependences of Wsep on the structural and electronic properties of the metal can be found.
We have studied the correlation between the interface Wsep and the corresponding strain in the metal slabs. When considering separately NST and ST, the Wsep is qualitatively well approximated by a linear function of the metal strain. In Fig. 3 the approximate linear dependence is shown for both the ST and NST and ZrO 2 and HfO 2 interfaces. ZrO 2 and HfO 2 have not only similar electronic configurations but also analogous crystal structures with close lattice parameters. 54 The ST interfaces not only present smaller values of Wsep than the NST ones but also their variations are smaller for a similar distortion of the 2D metal area. In general, from Fig.  3 it can be concluded that the Wsep is larger for interfaces with the metal under tensile strain. We have also analyzed the dependence of Wsep on the ratio between the bulk 2D unit cells of the metal and the ceramic. We obtain that the larger values of Wsep are found when the metal area is smaller than that of the ceramic, which again directly relates a high Wsep with a high metal tensile strain. Since the strain in the metal is tensile, a bond stretching in the metal layer induces an interface bond strengthening and thus increases the interface cohesion.
Hybridization character and structure
Another correlation may be established between the Wsep and the electronic properties of the metal. In a solid the total charge of an atom can be decomposed into the Mulliken population and the bonding overlap populations. 73 While the former provides information on the electronic charge balance at each atomic site, the second may be viewed as the amount of charge shared in the bonds. Although both quantities are dependent on the choice of the basis set, they correctly give trends on the amount of charge transfer or the atomic hybridization as long as calculations are performed within a consistent scheme and are sufficiently accurate. Our calculations fulfill both criteria, allowing us to analyze the relation between the calculated Wsep and the metal bond overlap population ͑BOP͒. those corresponding to metals with a VB formed mainly by d electrons. Even more, for larger number of d electrons the BOPs are smaller; then higher hybridization is shown for bcc than for fcc metals. On the other hand, the screening effects tend to increase the BOP with Z for a fixed number of d electrons, with the exceptions of Ni and Cu. This must be due to the fact that they are generated with the electronic configurations 4s 1 3d 9 and 4s 1 3d 10 , respectively ͑see Ref. 17 for details in the pseudopotential generation͒. Figure 4 illustrates the dependence of the Wsep on the metal BOP for polar ZrO 2 ͑001͒ O / metal͑001͒ interfaces. As previously stated, there is a large difference, around a factor of 2, between the Wsep for bcc and fcc metals. What Fig. 4 shows is that this large Wsep correlates with the larger values of the BOP for bcc metals, that is, with the available amount of charge shared in the metal bonds. In a first approximation the correlation can be considered as linear. Moreover, an analysis of the ionic character of the interface metal-O bonds indicates that most of the charge transfer originates from the interstitial metal bond charge.
Also, a relation between large metal BOP values and large Wsep is found for different ceramics and crystal orientations, as is the case of Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒ O . In general, this relation is valid regarding metals with a valence d band. However, for Na, showing the largest BOP among all metals, the Wsep at different MgO interfaces is lower than the corresponding value for Ag, with a significantly smaller BOP. On the other hand, the much slighter variations in the BOP when increasing Z for a fixed number of VB d electrons can also be correlated with the enhancement of Wsep.
VII. WORK OF SEPARATION VS SURFACE AND INTERFACE ENERGIES
As explained in the theoretical methodology, the ideal work of separation can be expressed in terms of the surface and interface free energies ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒.
Thus, the work of separation not only depends on the interface bonds but also on the properties of the surfaces involved. In fact, there is a correlation between Wsep and . We find that interfaces built from surfaces with large have larger Wsep than those containing surfaces with small . Despite the great variety of interfaces investigated, the relation between Wsep and is parabolic. Note that in Fig. 5 we are including not only different metals, crystal structures, and interface coordinations but also different ceramics and consequently different bonding mechanisms, for example, charge transfer in O-metal bonds or hybridization in cationmetal interactions. A similar trend has been found from a systematic study of Al interfaces with Al 2 O 3 , nitrides, and carbides. 16 Furthermore, from Fig. 5 it is evident that interfaces containing oxide polar surfaces with large and whose rupture requires the breaking of strong anion-cation ionic bonds present larger Wsep than those containing nonpolar surfaces. In fact, the formation of interface bonds, and consequently the modification of the surface charge, seems to be a reliable mechanism to decrease the and stabilizes polar surfaces, as indicated in their large reactivity.
If we restrict to HfO 2 and ZrO 2 ͑for which we have calculated the largest number of interfaces͒ and to result from NST slabs ͑an accurate comparison with ST slabs would require the precise knowledge of O ͒ the relation is linear, as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, Figs. 5 and 6 suggest that the summed surface energies of the oxide and the metal are the dominant terms in Eq. ͑1͒.
However, the interfacial energy ␥ contribution to Wsep, although relatively small, is not negligible as was previously proposed. 16 ST and NST geometries. For ST interfaces ␥ is comparable to the surface energies, ␥ ranges from 0.4 to almost 0.9, and then the Wsep is not given by the surface energies alone. Nevertheless, for NST interfaces its contribution is not very important, since ␥ is small in comparison to the surface energies and even may take negative values indicating that interface bonds are as strong as those of the bulk metal and ceramic constituents, thus WsepϷ . In particular, NST interfaces formed with bcc metals have the largest Wsep, around 10 J / m 2 , almost independent of the constituents and of the ␥ value.
VIII. INTERFACE STABILITY
Besides Wsep, ␥ gives the excess free energy of an interface compared to the corresponding bulk materials, quantifying the strength of the interfacial bonds with respect to the bulk bonds. In addition, it allows one to know which interfaces are more stable in a thermodynamic sense. ␥ is calculated by Eq. ͑2͒ as a function of the oxygen chemical potential and therefore of the oxygen pressure.
Table VIII yields the calculated interface energy for the ST interfaces. All the values are positive indicating that the formation of the interface costs energy. The smallest values of ␥-those for the most stable interfaces-correspond to MgO even though they also present the smaller Wsep. Similarly to the results obtained for the Wsep, the range of ␥ are close for the interfaces containing ZrO 2 and MgO, in fact, for the same metal and crystal orientations the interface ZrO 2 and MgO free energies differ by less than 10%. The most stable interface formed by the ZrO 2 and HfO 2 oxides corresponds to c-ZrO 2 ͑111͒ O / Nb͑100͒, which Wsep is also among the largest obtained for ST interfaces. However, the ␥ variations shown in Table VIII are not very large, indicating that the stabilities of the ST interfaces are analogous.
The calculated ␥ for the NST interfaces are represented in Tables IX and X, only 
IX. INTERFACE PROPERTIES BEYOND THE ELASTIC REGIME
The ideal Wsep, defined in Eq. ͑1͒, is the reversible work needed to separate the interface into two free surfaces if the Aligned with in-plane directions ZrO 2 ͓1-34͔ / Ni͓0-44͔ ͑Ref. 62͒. plastic and diffusional degrees of freedoms are suppressed. Due to the neglect of these terms, Wsep always represents a lower bound for the fracture energy measured in any cleavage experiment. 17, 65 However some insight into the ability to mechanical reinforcement of a particular system can be gained by comparing the adhesion properties at the interface, characterized by Wsep, to those of the constituent materials.
Applying Eq. ͑1͒ for homogeneous materials, the work of separation needed to form two surfaces from the bulk structure is given by Wsep i =2 i , where i ͑i = MET, M x O y ͒ stands for the surface energy of the material considered, either the metal or the ceramic. Therefore, from the knowledge of MET , M x O y , and the interface Wsep, it is possible to predict the place of failure of a heterogeneous interface in a cleavage experiment since it fails on the region of weakest bonds. Tables XI and XII compile show Wsep values well above those of the metal surface energies. The average surface energy of the oxide is always larger. Therefore, it is expected that NST interfaces will commonly fail in the metal region. Contrarily, for interfaces built from ST surfaces, see Table XII , the Wsep is the smallest quantity but for MgO͑110͒/Na͑110͒ and ZrO 2 ͑111͒ O / Ta͑100͒. Therefore, they will fail at the interface, presenting brittle debonding.
We would like to point out that our calculations are valid under the elastic regime, beyond which is expected that the start of the metal plastic deformation contributes further to the reinforcement of the system. 74 In fact, many fracture experiments on ␣-Al 2 O 3 and metals such as Nb, Al, Ni, Cu, or Au have shown toughening mechanisms such as the crack blunting, which is based on the plastic deformation of the metal and can induce fracture energies above 200 J / m 2 with no need of a very good interface matching. 5 A summary of the experimental measurements is shown in Ref. 75 . Particu- larly, a reported fracture energy of 112Ϯ 51 J / m 2 has been found for the Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒ / Nb͑111͒ interface, indicating that a mechanism of plasticity may occur. 76 The ␣-Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒ / Mo͑111͒ interface has also been studied in cermets formed by a polycrystalline ceramic matrix including metal particles. 77 An increase in the fracture energy from 20 to 60 J / m 2 is obtained when the concentration of the metal increases from near 0% to 20%, with a bridging mechanism induced by ductile particles. Our results again compare qualitatively well since we obtain plastic reinforcement in this system. Therefore, although plasticity effects are not taken specifically into account in our calculations, we expect from Tables XI and XII a plastic reinforcement for every bcc metal when forming interfaces with ␣-Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒, in agreement with the available experimental measurements.
Furthermore, we consider another criterion of interface failure based on the stress intensity that settles the start of plastic deformation in the metal. The local stress intensity ͑Kie͒ needed for the emission of the first dislocation, and therefore the beginning of the plastic regime, has been obtained by a three-dimensional ͑3D͒ molecular-dynamics simulation for various fcc metals. 78 The available values for the fcc metals, involved in the interfaces described in Tables   XI and XII, are given in Table XIII together with the phenomenological stress intensity assigned to the interface ͑K IC ͒ as derived from our calculated Wsep,
where is the Poisson modulus and E Young is the Young modulus of the constituent metals. The Poisson modulus for polycrystalline metals is fairly constant and close to 0.33, which is the value we employ for all the metals. The value of K IC calculated from the metal parameters gives the lowest limit of the interface stress intensity since K IC obtained from the oxide parameters is always larger. If K IC Ͼ Kie dislocations are formed at the metal side and the mechanical properties of the complete interface are improved by a toughening mechanism. From the Table XIII we can see that for NST interfaces K IC is generally larger than Kie, being both stress intensity values rather similar, while for the ST cases K IC is around two times smaller than Kie. These results compare well with those previously obtained in Tables XI and XII and tell us that an enhancement of the adhesion by the bridging mechanism may occur in almost all NST interfaces.
X. CONCLUSIONS
A systematic investigation of the adhesion properties of a broad range of oxide/metal interfaces has been performed by ab initio DFT methods. General trends of the behavior of Wsep, which characterizes the mechanical properties of the oxide/metal system in the elastic regime as a function of the charge, structure, and strain conditions of the constituent materials are established.
Differences as large as one order of magnitude in the Wsep have been obtained depending on the surface of the oxide. The higher Wsep are found for nonstoichiometric geometries, which mainly correspond to O-terminated oxide polar surfaces. While stoichiometric interfaces, related to nonpolar oxide terminations, present Wsep values substantially smaller than those corresponding to the nonstoichiometric surfaces. Moreover, the crystal structure of the transition metal also influences the Wsep resulting in general in higher values for bcc than for fcc transition metals. Further, the strain conditions affect the interface adhesion and larger values of Wsep are found for strained configurations. The calculated Wsep's follow a parabolic dependence on the summed surface energies of the metal and the oxide regardless of the oxide and metal components, crystal lattice, orientations, or atomic terminations. The interfacial energy contribution to Wsep, although non-negligible, is smaller compared to the surface energy contribution, especially for nonstoichiometric geometries which show the largest Wsep.
In addition, an attempt to analyze the nonelastic fracture mechanisms is also accomplished. The comparison of the interface crack resistance and those associated to the metal and oxide bulk allows us to estimate the region of failure of the system and to discuss whether a reinforcement of the mechanical properties by plastic deformation of the metal takes place. Our analysis indicates that interfaces formed by nonstoichiometric oxides are frequently reinforced by plastic mechanisms, while for stoichiometric geometries the oxide/ metal interface fails by decohesion and no plasticity reinforcement is obtained.
